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David Marcius
Top and Best International Model Award
Paris France , 10.06.2018, 21:14 Time
- David Marcus: On the basis of being a international male model, i feel that i hold a responsibility to those who follow in my
footsteps. so they can achieve the best that they can be and take their place alongside me as the best model they can be.
I hold the responsibility of being a great role model to those who look up to me and show them that all the hard work and
determination pays of in the end when you are recognised by your peers as being top and best international model.
David Marcus: In looking back over my time since i joined the agency i realise that i have come a long way in such a short
period of time. Im with the Agency now less than a year and I have won the international Runway male model of the year of
2018 which brings great honor in knowing that people have recognised the hard work and effort i have put in into being the
best i can be in what i do.
David Marcus: In a short period of time i have realised that i have worked for a lot of big brand names and there are more
interesting brands coming up in the near future for me.
By receiving my second award of best and top international model of the year 2018/2019 by the top international French model
Phil Storm i realised that I am alongside top and international people and now I'm in that standard.
David Marcus: My advice to anyone who is a model or wishes to become one would be, stay true to who you are and what you
believe in. never give up on your journey no matter what kind of obstacles get in your way, there will be people doubting you
and and trying to discourage you but all you need is to believe in yourself no matter what and find that one person who
believes in you too because even if everybody turns their backs on you, having that one person who believes that you will
make it and always supports you no matter what is the only person who you should worry about and not the people who turns
themselves against you at the beginning and try to get back into your life once you've made it. but that person who's been
there since begging he/she will guide you to your best potential as long as you stay true to yourself.
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